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Introduction: The Mars Orbiter Laser Altimeter
(MOLA) instrument [1] on board the Mars Global Surveyor
(MGS) provides global, high-resolution altimetric data
[2]. From these data, we have begun the characterization
of major volcanic edifices and deposits [3] and the analysis of individual features such as flows, channels, levees,
collapse pits and calderas [4]. From the surface slope and
roughness data, we can also compare geologic units and
analyze flow types and rheologies [5]. In this contribution we focus on the charactrization of Alba Patera for
which we have 23 MOLA passes form MGS Hiatus and
SPO-1 and SPO-2 phases.
Alba Patera Pre-MGS View: Alba Patera (Figure
1) is the largest shield volcano on Mars, with a mean basal
diameter of 1200 km. It has a distinctive pattern of radiating flows and a low relief compared to other prominent
volcanoes such as the Tharsis Montes and Olympus Mons
[3]. Previous estimates of the total elevation of Alba had a
large margin of error (ranging between 2 and 5 km [2]).
Alba Patera is marked by a complex concentric fracture and
graben system which has a diameter of approximately 500
km. This set of graben was thought to mark the break in
slope between a flat summit and gentle flanks [6-10]. The
summit caldera complex is offset to the west of the geometric center of the graben system, and thus was thought
to be offset from the center of the volcano. Both Type 1
and Type 2 calderas are present [11]. The summit calderas
are the simple, single scarp-bounded, Type 1 calderas,
with nested or overlapping sets of collapse craters. Type 2
calderas are defined as large-scale volcanic depressions or
sags with multiple scarps defining their margins. On Alba
this was thought to correspond to the summit region
marked by the concentric graben. The flanks of Alba are
covered with a diversity of sheet flows, digitate lava
flows, tube ridges, channels, and associated collapse pits
[6-10]. There are also possible pyroclastic deoposits on
the northern flank [12,13].
Alba Patera MGS-MOLA V i e w : Using MOLA
data we studied individual profiles and combined these into
topographic maps to produce a digital elevation model.
We then superposed Viking Orbiter mosaics and geological maps onto the DEM to assess the shape of the volcano
and the relationship of topography to units and structure
(Fig. 1). MOLA data show that Alba has an E-W diameter
of ~1400 km and a N-S diameter of ~1000 km. The edifice
shape is very asymmetric in a N-S direction (Fig. 1c-e)
with a relief above surrounding terrain of ~2.6 km to the
south (Fig. 1a,b) and ~7.1 km to the north (Fig. 1c,d); one
reason for this asymmetry is that Alba Patera formed on
the dichotomy boundary between cratered uplands and
northern lowlands, so the underlying plains beneath the
volcano slope northward (see Fig. 1 c,d). The edifice shape
in the E-W direction is much more symmetric (Fig. 1a,d),
with an average relief of ~6.1 km above the surrounding
plains. The summit is not flat-topped but instead is capped
by a 1.5 to 1.8 km high summit ‘edifice’ (Fig. 1a,b) This
second structure is formed within the broad, Type 2 caldera. Contrary to previous interpretations, the summit
Type 1 caldera complex is centered on the topographic

volcanic edifice (Fig. 1c-e), but the concentric graben are
not centered on the volcano (Fig. 1d,e). Instead, the western graben system is higher on the flanks by about a
kilometer than in the east (Fig. 1e). An important implication of the asymmetric development of the graben system
and the edifice topography is that although concentric
graben systems have been linked to edifice loading and
flexure [15], and Type 2 calderas [11] which appear to be
closely correlated with summit topography in many cases
[4], there may be additional causes of these distinctive
features, such as bottom loading [16]. On the basis of the
edifice shape and graben location, the basal marginal graben and crater chains (Fig. 1b,e) may be better candidates
for edifice flexure structures.
Ceraunius Fossae, the fractured zone south of Alba
Patera, is distinctively high (Fig. 1a,b,f). Some of these
graben extend to the summit area (Fig. 1b-d,f), and these
are thought to probably be reactivations of previous faults
[14]. Post-graben lava flows emerge from the base of the
Fossae, flowing downslope eastward (Fig. 1f). Successive
resurfacing of graben suggests that eruptions were emerging from these features throughout the history of Alba;
sources may be dikes propagated southward from the summit reservoir along the rift zone. Superposition of the
topgraphy on the geological map highlights the multistage evolution of Alba Patera. Ceraunius Fossae graben
largely formed in the Noachian. As shown by the topography (Fig. 1a,c) the major edifice-building stage occurred in
the Hesperian, when Alba Patera grew to the majority of
its present size. Construction of the upper flanks occurred
during the Amazonian. These flows appear to be a relatively thin veneer over the bulk of the Hesperian deposits
forming the edifice. Alba and Tantalus Fossae appear to
have formed prior to and contemporaneous with upper
edifice formation. Latest activity appears to have occurred
in association with the Amazonian summit edifice formation [10].
MOLA data are beginning to reveal the unusual shape
of Alba and the distribution of graben and calderas relative
to topography. Comparison to other edifices [3] shows
that the width and intermediate shape relative to other
major edifices may be related to the role of pyroclastic
volcanism in its earlier history [12,13,17]. Forthcoming
MOLA data will help us test this hypothesis.
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Figure 1: MOLA profiles were gridded to produce a topographic map and overlain on the geologic map [18] and Viking
Orbiter image mosaics. a and b) are looking S to N; c and d) are looking N to S; e) is looking W to E, and f) is looking E to
W along the southern Alba flank and Ceraunius Fossae. Vertical exaggeration is ~95x for geological map and ~75x for
Viking images.

